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Extreme Weather 
and the Risk from 
Climate Change 

Can We Anticipate, Can We 
Adapt?



Roadmap to this talk

• How global climate will change in this century

• Emphasis on risks from extremes of weather, 
climate, sea level rise, mainly NYC coastal risk

• Risk Management: Need to focus on emissions 
reduction and adaptation

• New IPCC report



Can policy makers think ahead?
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Recent Warming
(IPCC 2013)



Recent Drying 
(IPCC 2013)



Global 
mean sea 
level –

observed
trend

(Casanave and Nicholls, 
Science 2012)
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Cazenave and Nicholls Science 2010



Projected warming, low‐latitude drying
(IPCC 2013)

-Low emissions -High emissions



Projected 
warming, Arctic 
sea ice loss, 

ocean 
acidification

(IPCC 2013)



Several 
Extremes of 
Climate 
Increase

(AR5)



Extremes: by 2040, hot days currently occurring 
up to 10% of time increase to up to 30%

(IPCC 2013)



Can we trust these projections?
Models reproduce past trends well

IPCC 2013



Sea Level Projections (Global)
(IPCC 2013)

Compared
to 20cm

past 100 years



Vulnerability + Exposure interact with climate change to 
produce added Risk 
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Vulnerability:

The predisposition of a 
person or group to be 
adversely affected

Exposure:

Being in the wrong place 
at the wrong time

RISK



Risk along the east coast, particularly urban 
areas

• Structural density, hard & impermeable surfaces  urban heat 
island, pluvial flooding

• Human density  air and water quality degraded

• Infrastructure stacked well below as well as above grade 
enhanced coastal vulnerability

• Impact “hotspots” e.g., smog + heat island

Climate change interacts with all of the above



Growth in exposure to current 100‐yr 
coastal flooding by 2070

Hanson at al Climatic Change 2011



Hurricane Sandy reached 
>500‐yr flood level in NYC

NYC Mayor’s Office Flickr

Flood level
3.7m 
(above

NAVD88)

Sandy presented an unusual combination of
circumstances, but…



Current “worst case” 
hurricane surge for NYC 

area is
greater than Sandy’s –
now consider that sea 
level is rising and, in 

addition, hurricanes are 
likely to intensify



Rate of sea level rise higher than global 
mean along NE coast 

Big increase in multiple hazards by mid‐
century

NYC Panel on Climate Change for Special Initiative Rebuilding
and Resilience



By 2050’s Sandy-like flood becomes 100-yr 
occurrence even with today’s storms



SLR projections, NYC
2100

Kopp et al 2014 (submitted)



Add Intensified Hurricanes (+SLR), 2100:
Sandy-like flood (3.7m) returns more often due to higher sea 
level (up to 1m) and strong tropical cyclones (Lin et al 2012)

Return period
decreases



Exposure of Networked Infrastructure



SIIR Coastal resilience recommendations



Facilities within floodplain: hospitals, for 
example

Retrofit existing ones, direct new ones outside



Plans for road tunnels

“NYCDOT, therefore, has evaluated a series of
potential flood protection strategies, including
installing floodgates and raising tunnel
entrances and ventilation structures above
flood elevations to provide specific protection
for sensitive mechanical and electrical
equipment, including ventilation, lighting, and
safety systems. Subject to available funding,
the City, through NYCDOT, will implement the
most promising and cost effective strategies to
provide this protection from water infiltration
and damage. The goal is to begin work in 2014
and complete it within five years.”



~7m

~5m ~52m
Beyond 2100:

Disintegration of Ice Sheets       
A larger but longer-term threat -
happened during last (natural) 

warming (5-10m rise - 125kyr ago)



Thames Barrier, London:
Should NYC plan now on 

this scale?



Memories are 
short…

even among 
those 

responsible for 
risk 

management

Hoboken subway station 2012 - - - and 1992

Obstacles to Timely Action



After enough damage, even with low resources, 
some people and governments learn to do better 

as risk increases – Can we?

In Bangladesh, concrete bunkers + early warning systems cut 
death rate in cyclones (Jeff Masters’ wunderblog)


